Custom designed courses for international undergraduates majoring in STEM or students currently enrolled in engineering programs.

Achieve successful mastery of English language skills required for an engineering or STEM degree and build knowledge of technical topics through extensive reading and writing practice.

**CORE CURRICULUM**

- Develop an **Intensive vocabulary** of technical terms and concepts
- Master **writing style, grammar, and for technical reports**; argument and expository essays
- Enhance your **knowledge** with extensive, authentic textbook and journal readings
- Support your **written assignments and presentations** with analytical charts and diagrams to illustrate your findings
- Develop **critical thinking skills** for creative problem solving, project planning, researching, and analyzing data
- Learn **vital Communication skills** for working collaboratively with professors and peers, project planning and process, trouble-shooting, and creative problem solving
- Practice and develop **confidence** speaking on, and responding to questions on technical topics through individual and group presentations
CAPSTONE PROJECT

Students submit a project in their major area of interest requiring a formal presentation, class discussion, and a well-researched written report.

Experienced ESL Specialists will address technical topics of general interest to engineers but will tailor the course to meet the specific needs of the participants in each group.

SUMMER: Six-week sessions  June 21st - August 1st 8hrs/wk  ($2000 + $25 App fee)

FALL & SPRING: Monday through Thursday -8hrs/wk  ($2560 + $25 App fee)

Private Sessions with ESL Teaching Specialist Consultant by appointment ($50 per session)

Small Class Size: A minimum of 6 students to run.
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English for Engineers will give students the technical knowledge, confidence, and study skills to succeed in their current and future degree programs!
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